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DIVINATION AS A SCIENCE IN ANCIENT MESOPOTAMIAI)

Ulle Jevss (LoNooN)

The science in question is the type of divination which by various assyriologists
has been called "artificially procured", "inductive" or "deductive", "empirical",
"provoked", or "deliberately sought out", whichever term one would choose for
extispicy, lecanomancy, libanomancy, and aleuromancy2). A slaughtered sheep, oil,
incense and flour were all ingredients in a food offering to a deity, and it was in a
sacrificial setting that these particularly Mesopotamian types of divinarion were
based3).

The barfi, "diviner" or "examiner", was the professional who performed these
types of divination. Of these, extispicy was by far the most important and complex
method and the one which presented the greatest challenge to the diviner.

The barfi fulfilled many roles as: a man of education and learning, a scribe, a
copyist, an editor, a librarian, a master of ceremonies, a man of god, an anatomist,
and a courtier. The few who reached the top of their profession were called
ummdnil, "experts" or "masters"4).

In sources outside the omen literature the task of the diviner is summarized as
follows: lipit qati hiniq immeri naqE niq| nEpeiti barftti, "the'touch of hand', the
restriction (?) of the sheep, the offering of the sacrifice, the performance of
extispicy" s).

1) Text of a lecture presented at the Symposium, "Science in Ancient Mesopotamia", Leiden, 14-15
May 1992.

2) The various descriptive terms have been by compiled by O. Gurney in M. Loewe and C. Blacker
(eds.), Divination and Oracles (London l98l) 142 and n. 3.

3) For the divination from slaughtered and plucked fowl, see J.-M. Durand, ARM 26I/1 (Paris 1988)
l l .

a) For the title ummdnu, see S. J. Lieberman, "Canonical and Official Cuneiform Texts: Towards an
Understanding of Assurbanipal's Personal Tablet Collection", in: T. Abusch, J. Huehnergard and
P. Steinkeller (eds.), Lingering over ll'ords. Moran Homage Volume, HSS 37 (1990) 305-336. The title
appears to have been used mostly by the scholars who specialized in astrology, but a tablet of the
extispicy series, Multdbiltz, is discussed by Assurbanipal in "the assembly of the ummdni", see Streck,
Assurbanipal (Leipzig 1916) II 254:15. The following reference is from the mukallimtu, Boissier, DA 13:. I
47'. sn-ma um-ma-an-ka i-ia-'-al-ka..., "if your master asks you: ...".

s) The references are quoted in the CAD L, 202.
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The lipit qdti, I presume, refers to a gesture by which the sacrificial animal was
introduced into the extispicy ritual6).

The hiniq immeri is difficult. Hanaqu in the meaning, "to strangle", is hardly
appropriate because the sheep was certainly not killed by strangulation. At a guess,
the expression might refer to a way of handling and restricting the animal prior to
the slaughter.

The naqE niq| must refer to the killing and subsequent butchering of the animal
and perhaps also to the libations afterwards of waterT).

The nEpeSti bdrftti refers to the application of knowledge when interpreting the
entrails.

The composite task of the barft is described differently in the Neo-Assyrian
ikribu, Zimmern, BBR no.94+: obv. 2l'-22' (duplicated by Zimmern, BBR
no. 82 + : i 1'-3'): ... ina stttu EN GARZA ana GARZA.!-fu nN ih-zi ana ih-zi-iu [EN ri{-
la-ti ana til-la-ti-irt [n]N e-mu-qi ana e-mu-qi-i{t it-kal, "upon a good (omen result),
the master of the rite has trusted his rite, the master of skill his skill, [the master of
as]sistence his assistence, the master of his strength". According to this tentative
translation, the diviner had to mobilize a proper ritual or rile Qtarsu), all his skill or
know-how (ihzu), the back-up forces (?) available to him (tillatu), and his own
physical strength (emuqu)8).

In the same ikributhe diviner addresses Samai and Adad as follows: ba-ru-ta qi-
ia-a-ni [pJi-ta-a-ni uz-[nt-ia pJel-ka-a ma-ii-ta lu-uh-su-us, "grant me bdritu, give me
intelligence, let me remember the forgotten knowledge" (Zimmern, BBR no.94+:
obv.23'-24'and dupl icate BBR no. 82+: i  5 ' -6 ') ' � ) .

Other sources from Nineveh, especially the colophons of Assurbanipal's bdriltu
texts, emphasize that divining required intelligence, in Akkadian literally "wide

open ear" (uznu rapaitu, uzna palkdtu, haslsu palkft). NEmequ (Neu.xu.zu) likewise
occurs in the above-mentioned colophons and, like uznu, it refers to god-given
knowledge or wisdomlo). Ritual texts from Zimmern, B.BR also specify that the
bdrfi must be kaiid ihzliu, "accomplished in his craft" LL). Ihzu is gained from man-
given instruction and perhaps kaiid ihztilu should simply be translated "experienced".

6) According to the Mari material, not just the sheep to be sacrificed, but also the people for whom
the omens were taken, could be "touched" on their forehead Q)frtu),see J.-M. Durand, ARM 26 I/1 38-
39.

?) See Zimmern, BBR (Letpzig l90l) no. 84: l0 and duplicate no. 85: obv. l0: ik-rib l.t'tE5 a-za ruo-
rs uou.MTe, nel-e, "prayer when libating water for the cut of the ram".

8) The joins which have made a fuller understanding of this important passage possible have been
made by W.G. Lambert who is publishing the ,krrb, texts.

e) No. 82: i 6' has: uz-'ni pal-ka'. The reading of this line is uncertain; palkdlpelki must be
considered to be an error for palkdti.

10) For the terms for intelligence, see H.D. Galter, "Die W<irter ftir'Weisheit'im Akkadischen",
Meqor Hajjim. Georg Molin Festschrift (Graz 1985) 89-105.

11) No. l-20: 19 and no. 24: obv. 42. No,24 has been treated in W.G. Lambert "Enmeduranki and
Refated Matters". JCS 2l (1967\ 132-138.
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The intelligence which the diviner was expected to possess was of the most
comprehensive kind and because of the very wideness of the field he was supposed
to cover, "scholar" or "scientist" hardly describes the bdrft.

Neo-Assyrian rituals state further requirements for the diviner. His eyes must not
be zaqta and his finger must not be nakpatL2). The AHw has two verbs, zaqdtu I,
"to sting"/"to hurt", and zaqatu II, "to be pointed". Although the exact meaning
of zaqtd t-nd cannot be ascertained it is reasonable to suggest that the expression
refers to a condition which results in impaired vision if not blindnessl3). According
to the CAD, there are two verbs nakdpa, I translated "to butt", and tI left
untranslated. I would suggest that nakdpu in the mentioned context should be
translated "to butt" and that the relatively common apodosis, nikip ubani, should
be translated: "butting of a finger" and that it, like the expression, .ia ubaniu
nakpat, "whose finger is butting", refers to clumsinessla). Furthermore, according
to one Neo-Assyrian ritual, the diviner was not to have chipped teeth eitherls).
Perhaps this requirement should be understood in the context of the chewing of
cedar which was part of the purification ritual of the barAr6).

Texts from mainly the Old Babylonian and Neo-Assyrian periods suggest that
there was a bedrock of tradition for the performance of extispicies.

The basic pattern can be summarized as follows: A ram or lamb was sacrificed,
not to Samai and Adad, but, I believe, to the personal god of the clientlT). A
question about one specific matter and, when relevant, for a limited period was put
to the Divine Council Qtuhru), chaired by Sama5. This deity as the supreme judge
authorized the verdict of the Council to be encoded into the entrails of the
slaughtered animal. The diviner, using cedar as a cleansing agent, underwent a rite
of purification before the ritual during which the great gods were invited for a meal.
The sheep used for divination was killed by cutting the throat, decapitated, and

12) See Zimmem, BBR no. 1-20: 4-5 and no.24: obv. 3l-32.
13) See M. Stoll, "Blindness and NightBlindness in Akkadian", JNES 45 (1986) 295-299, especially

295 n. 5. In the commenlary, CT20,26, the following two apodoses are parallelled: obv. l7: tct.2 ltl ri-
ial-la (var. CT 20, ll: obv. 27' : is-sal-la), "the man's eyes will deteriorate (literally: fall ill)", and CT 20,
26: r. 2'. ni-krp Su.st.

la) In CI5l, no. 216: 6', nikip ubdni is menlioned in connection with the musical instrument, sinnatu.
Lack of dexterity would be as disastrous for the musician as it was for the diviner.

1s) Zimmern, BBR24: obv.31: he-puz,t.un(.
16) Zimmern, BBR 75+: obv. 16': ctS.rnIN ina rct-iu i-na-'-is, "he chews cedar in his mouth"

(duplicated by no. 76+ obv. 4); no. I l: iii 7' has: cd.nnn ina rt-irt u-na-['-asJ. The cleansing of the
mouth with cedar is also referred to in the Old Babylonian ritual, IOS ll no. 22: obv. 6: ak-pu-ur pi-ia i-
na ia-bi-im cd.rnrN, "I wiped my mouth with ... cedar".

17) The role of personal god of the client in an extispicy will be dealt with in a monograph under
preparation. The following passage gives an indication of the essential role played by this deity:
Zimmern, BBR no. 88: r. 17'-18': cuB-dz DINGTR-iuduru i-sal-la anadBu-ne-n[e...J suu-indl.ru ana
rutuu lt.nlr no.slt dutu il oI[M...], "his (the client's) personal god is present, he (the personal god)
appeals to Sama5, to Bunene [...], Sama5 grants to the barfr the secret of Samai and Adad".
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dismembered according to a settled procedurel8). The liver and the lungs were
taken out and subjected to a detailed examination. The condition of the various
anatomical parts was recorded and upon a majority of good features the omen
result was declared favourable, perhaps with reservations if there had been adverse
features of special significance. In certain cases, it was deemed necessary to conduct
a check-up examination (piqittu) and even a third one. It is not entirely certain
whether this meant that one or two more animals were slaughtered or colleagues of
the diviner checked the entrails of the same animalle).

The basic rules of interpretation had been established by the time of the earliest
recorded extispicies which are the Mari liver models from the early Old Babylonian
period2o). The main bulk of the omen literature consists of the compendia which
are composed to a strict pattern of repeating the iummo sentence. This grammatical
unit first occurs in the afore-mentioned liver models and it usually consists of a
protasis which describes a given condition of the entrails and an apodosis which, in
some cases, is phrased as an answer to a question"). Obviously, the ancient scribes
found this listing of iumma sentences a very useful way of communicating and
storing knowledge. Also it was an aid to memorization which the diviner needed in
his task.

One Neo-Assyrian source states: Zimmern, BBR 11: ii 9': ina eli bel niq€ bdrfita
teppui, "over the owner of the sacrifice you perform bAriltu".In other words, the
interpretative apparatus of the diviner should only be used for the sake of the client
in a specific situation. There is nothing to suggest that animals were slaughtered
and entrails observed merely in order to increase the study material, although one
would have thought that the compilation of additional data from experimentation
would have been most useful.

However, omen results from extispicies might have been man-made but they were
also god-given. Only in a carefully staged setting with an aura of mystique would
the gods communicate through the entrails. In this setting god and man, Heaven
and Earth met. The link was, as claimed earlier, the personal god of the client
functioning as an intermediary between the great gods and the human prot6g6.
Before even contemplating a petition to the Divine Council, the individual had to
keep on good terms with his own personal god by regular offerings and also by
keeping to a certain standard of appearance, behaviour and ethical values. The

18) See-D.A. Foxvog, "A Manual of Sacrificial Procedure", DUMU-Er-DUB-BA-A. Studies in
Honor of Ake W. Sji)berg (Philadelphia 1989) 167-176.

1e) For the expressions, qdtum and piqittum, see J.-M. Durand, ARM 26 I/l (Paris 1988) 46-48.
20) First published in M. Rutten, "Trente-deux moddles de foie en argile inscrits provenant de Tell-

Hariri (Mari)", Rl 35 (1938) 36-70. For a study of these liver models, see D.C. Snell, "The Mari Livers
and the Omen Tradition", JANES 6 (1974) ll7-123.

21) See U. Jeyes, Old Babylonian Extispicy. Omen Texts in the British Museum (Istanbul 1989) 44.
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physiognomic omens are one source which highlights the relationship between a
man and his personal godtt).

A good omen result could therefore be described as the crowning glory of this all
important relationship. But it was also the result of an expensive and laborious
ritual and a manifestation of god-given knowledge. Not surprisingly, barfttu was
sometimes called a nisirtu, "a treasure" or "a secret", i. e. something to be
safeguarded23). The actual omen tablets and, in the first millennium, writing boards
were regarded as manifestations of the divine, costly possessions and therefore
something well worth stealing.

Because the diviner's work programme was dictated by the needs of his client his
study material could only increase gradually. Its sacredness meant validity but also,
it could not be ignored. Tradition and stagnation, rather than innovation and
progress, have caught the attention of assyriologists and to redress the balance, I
shall go to some length to characterize Mesopotamian extispicy as a developing
science.

There were indeed some factors in the whole system of divination which infused
it with a certain dynamic force.

As already hinted at, the ritual was rich and elaborate and comparable to a
courtcase in which the judges, before giving their verdict, had been mollified by
splendid entertainment. There must have been a belief that one could, at least to
some degree, mould the will of the gods, because otherwise, why go to such length?
Apparently, the Mesopotamians did not have a principle which corresponds to our
"fate", i.e. something predetermined and inevitable which meant that they did not
have to look to the future in a laid-back, fatalistic frame of mind2a). In partnership
with the divine man could, in a sense, shape his own future, by necessity taken step
by step, because the system required regular consultations by acts of extispicy. In
this form of divination the gods could only deliver (or refuse to deliver) an answer
to a question. If not asked they would have to express themselves by other means
and through other channels.

The needs of the client in this anthropocentric form of divination were, up to a
point, centred around words and expressions like: kapddu, "to plan", summirdtuf
ta;mirtu, "enterprise" . gibAn, "project", kiiitti qdti, "gain", Jallatu, "booty", zittu,

") Published in F.R. Krats, Texte zur babylonischen Physiognomatik, AfO Beih.3 (Berlin 1939).
Another source in which the personal god is frequently mentioned is the proverbs, see W. G. Lambert,
Babylonian Wisdom Literature (Oxford 1960) 222-282; one example is: 227: 23-26: un-ma ta-kap-pu-ud
ptNcln-/ca ku-u un-ma ul ta-kap-pu-ud oINcIn-ka la-a ku-u, "on the day you plan ahead, your god is
yours, on the day you do not plan ahead, your god is not yours". According to my interpretation of this
proverb, the meaning is something like: "God helps him who helps himself'.

For a comprehensive study of this deity, see H. Vorliinder, Mein Gott, AOAT 23 (Neukirchen 1975).
23) See I. Starr, The Rituals of the Diviner, BM 12 (Mallbu 1983) 55-56.
2a) See F. Rochberg-Halton "Fate and Divination in Mesopotamia", AfO Beih. 19 (1982) 363-371;

also Durand. ARM 26 lll 25 and 62 n. 308.

.-ss
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"profit", mtli irti, "success", iumu, "fame", all frequently occurring in the omen
literature. This enterprising spirit also shines through in e.g. the Neo-Assyrian royal
inscriptions in which the kings claim to build bigger, better and higher, travel
further afield, annex more land, collect more booty and, in Assurbanipal's case, be
more learned than any predecessor. Looking back at his ancestors with their
failings and misfortunes, the king, as a client of the diviner, must have been minded
for expressing a need for an improved and improving system of divination.

Developments in the ritual
We have amble textual material to reconstruct the Neo-Assyrian extispicy ritual

performed for the royal client. The material from other periods is not nearly as
comprehensive and comparisons will have to be made with great caution. However,
there are indications that this ritual peaked in its complexity during the Sargonid
period.

One important source is the collections of ikribil some of which are published in
Zimmern, BBR. An ikribu may contain a petition to the Divine Council but also an
introduction and consecration of a sacrificial item or a piece of the ritual gadgetry.
These prayers were also recited during the Old Babylonian period but perhaps not
in such quantity. In any case, it was considered to be necessary in the first
millennium to produce texts which gave instructions about the order in which the
ikribu shotild be recited. In Zimmern, BBR no. 75+, dublicated by nos. 76+,77,
and 78+, 2l different prayers are referred to. If this number of prayers, if not
more, had to be offered during one ritual, it is not surprising that an excuse, a so-
called ezib-formula, had to be given at the beginning of the whole procedure about
a slip of the tongue. Altogether seven ezib-formulae are attested2s). They are
excuses for any indeliberate error which might creep into the ritual. These formulae
are not attested to any earlier period and they may be a first millennium addition.
Perhaps the following unique apodosis from a Nineveh compendium refers to the
diviner having to start all over again if he made a mistake in his recitation: CI 30,
15: obv. ll': ru.H,c.r ana ik-ri-bi-iu cun-dr, "the diviner will turn back (to the
beginning of) his ikribus".

As far as I have been able to make out, the question posed to the Divine Council
was whispered into the ear of a lamb which was given as a special offering to Sama5
and Adad26). Having, so to speak, eaten the question these gods communicated

25) See I. Statr, Queries to the Sungod. Divination and Politics in Sargonid Assyria, Sll 4 (Helsinki
1990) XXil-XXVII. Two ezrb-clauses are also found in CBS 12578, published in E. Leichty "A tamltu
from Nippur", flSS 37 (Atlanta 1990) 301-304.

26) See Zimmem, BBR no. 98: 8'-9' (duplicated by no. 99: r. 5'-6'): uDU.srLA4 ru qud-du-ia id mi-na-
tu-ii ial-lma . . .l ta-mit li-ka ina cIS.rnIN ina cnSruo2 150-[i, . . .], "You 

[.. .] a pure, consecrated lamb of
healthy body. The query of your choice [...] in a cedar (pipe?) in [its] left ear"; also Sm 998* obv. l0'
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the reply to the personal god of the client, the deity who for a short while became
present in another animal, the ram which was used for the extispicy. It is likely that
we are dealing with a late refinement in the use of two animals as channels of
communication.::

i€

**,
i : ! Ritual purity

The Old Babylonian rituals, I'OS
Starr respectively, have references to
no.22 specifies mouth and hands2T).

According to the first millennium texts, it appears that the diviner's toilette
became more elaborate. The washing of mouth of hands was, of course, still a
requirement2s), but there are also a reference to a change of clothes and tamarisk
and cedar put into the ears of the diviner. Also mention is made of an anointing
and fumigation of the diviner with sulphur and yellow sulphur (kibritu and
ru'tltu)2e).

In the Neo-Assyrian texts belonging to the category, "Behaviour of the Sacrificial
Lamb", and in the series, iumma isru and iumma manzdzu, the following apodosis
is recurring: la ellu niqd ilput, "an unclean person has touched the sacrifice"3o).
This apodosis has not been found in the earlier material and only two Old
Babylonian parallels are attested3l). Such apodoses could have been given as
answers to a question like: "What went wrong with the extispicy which produced a
bad omen result"?

This assumed increased awareness of the need for ritual purity is reflected
other sources, like Ihe iumma dlu text, K 1562, which was first published

(duplicated by K 4733*, 6'): ik-rib un-ninfun-nin-ni.id cnSruc.2 lu-[uh-hu-ii], "prayer when wh[ispering]
the plea into the ear", (quoted by the CAD IlJ, 63).I suggest that this is the lamb which was given as a
special offering to Samai and Adad during the ritual, referred to in Zimmern, BBR l-20: ll2-114.
Although the entrails of this animal were an object of a cursory examination, I believe that it was the
ram, referred to in the following line, that was used for the extispicy proper: .B.BR l-20: l15: dna DINGTR
Lt uou.nttl, sIsKUR KUD-rs, "for the personal god of the man you sacrifice the immer nrqi". Thus I
depart from an earlier held view, publicized in Assyriological Miscellanies I (Copenhagen 1980) 16. This
ram is also referred to in B.BR 84: obv. 5 ; 85 obv. 5';86: 5' : ik-rib e.rur5 3-iu ana KUD-rs uDU.Nrrl, Sun-e,
"prayer when pouring water three times for the slaughtering of the ram".,

21) YOS ll no. 22 is published in A. Goetze "An Old Babylonian Prayer of the Divination Priest",
JCS 22 (1968) 25-29; see obv. 5. IOS I I no. 23 is published in Starr, Riluals (Malibu 1983); see obv. 8.
For the duplicate line in AO 7032 obv. 8, see Starr, Rituals 122,

28) See Zimmern, BBR no. 96: i  3; no. 97+ : r.  8' .
2e) Zimmern, 88R no. 79: obv. 4-8; no. 11: iii 2'-ll'.
30) Usually writ ten: Nu rt) srsrun rAG-u/, see f .  ex. CT3l,32: r.8' ;  KAR423: i  l l ;  K 2722+r: obv.

2 4 , 2 9 , 3 1 , 3 3 ;  K  3 9 7 8 + * : i i 4 : C T  5 l  n o .  1 5 5 :  1 3 ' , 1 9 ' .
31) The first example, fOS 10, l7'. r.65, is quoted in U. Jeyes, Extispicy (1989) 43. The second

example is: CI 3, 2: obv.2: la ellum ana niqOm i11ehi,"an unclean person has been near to the sacrifice"
(oil omen compendium).

I I nos. 22 and 23, published by Goetze and
the cleansing of the diviner's person; fOS I I

ln

in
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Boissier. Choix II (1906) 4l-4432). The "wash omens" in this text concentrate on
the washing of hands. Another text, KAR 52, which was not incorporated into the
iumma a-la series, gives instructions for the right time and place for one's ablutions;
the first line is: [orS] Ne ina tal-lak-te .q..N{ES ru, ul-tab-bar, "liff a man washes
himself in the approach (to his house): he will last long"33). In a passage from an
Asarhaddon inscription it says: Borger, Esarh. 105 $68 ll: i i 29: ktma lil l l i (...)l
arki niqEka tarammuk, "like a fo[ol (...)] you wash yourself after your sacrifice" 3a).

Etiquette
Tablets which I would label "etiquette" are, to my knowledge, only attested to

the first millennium. One text, K 57, was published by Nougayrol in Rl 6l (1967)
36. One instruction from this text is: obv. 2l: "if he (the client) stands while the
bdril is seated: a pitrustu (i.e, an ambiguous sign)". An unpublished parallel text, K
ll716 + K 12895, quoted by the CAD,warns not to sneeze (?), snivel, fidget, dress
sloppily or to be clumsy3s).

These texts have links with iumma alu where tablet 95 (CT 39, 4l-42) deals with a
man's relationship with his god. Another text, CT 39, 34-36, also focusses on the
cult of the personal god. Further texts which may or may not belong to this series
suffice to demonstrate that etiquette was a priority36). In my view, it is not justified

to claim that divination in Mesopotamia required mere technique and no morals.
On the contrary, etiquette as well as ethics should be included in the list which
comprised the barA's field of expertise.

Timing
The afore-mentioned text, K 57, has a colophon which says: "(it is) written (as

an extract) from "The Good Days of Divination"'. Although the Mari material
gives indications that there, at that period, was a concept of good timing for
performing extispicies3?, the hemerologies from Assur and Nineveh provide more
specific instructions. According to the earlier Assur hemerology the bdrr2 should not
apply his skills on the following days of the month: the lst, 7th,9th, l4th, l9th,
2lst, 28th, 29th, and 30th38). The extispicy commentary, KAR 151, excludes the

32) For the place of this text in iumma alu, see F . Kiicher and A. L. Oppenheim, "The Old Babylonian
Omen Text VAT 7525", AfO 18 (1957-58) 62-77, especially 70, 73.

33) According to a private communication from E. Leichty, KAR 52 is not a iumma dlutext.
3a) Quoted ir the CAD L, 189.
3s) For obv.8': ium-ma ap-pa-iuu-gan-na-as HAR.BAD d[al-hatJ, "ifhe wrinkles his nose (sniffs?): the

omen is co[nfused]", see the CAD G, 40. The full text will be published in the afore-mentioned
monograph, see n. 17.

36)  Bo iss ie r ,  Cho ix l l ,  12-13(K2685+K3762) :CT39,38(a057) ;  CT39,43  (K  12310) ;  CT40,44
(K 3821); CT 48,48 (K 6278+): obv. 19-25: K 4000*.

3?) See Durand, ARM 26 I/ l  35-36.
38) See R. Labat, Un calendricr Babylonien fus travaux, des signes et des mois, (s6ries iqqur ipu5)
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same days from the bdrft acting professionally3e). The number of unsuitable days is
reducedtof ive intheNinevehcalendar,  enbubElarh i : the 7th,  l4 th,  l9 th,2 ls t ,and
28th4o). When checking the nearly one hundred datings preserved in the Neo-
Assyrian queries and extispicy reports, it is clear that the days, 7, 14, 19, 21, and 28
were avoided as well as the days around the disappearance of the moon, i.e. the
29th, the 30th, and the lstal).

From the far fewer datings (26) of the Old Babylonian and Kassite reports one

can observe that the days, l, 19,21,28, and 30 were not avoideda2). Thus there is a

sure indication of a move towards a more regularized timing for performing

extispicies.
The first millennium material informs us that one apparently could anger the

divine by overzealousness, cf. the bdrft ritual, Zimmern, BBR l1:i i i  18-19: iumma

barA ana biri kajanu sadir milt arni imdt, "if the diviner is in the habit of

continuously being engaged in extispicy: he will die the death of wrongdoing".

Another interesting reference is found in CT 51, no. 147 : obv. 39' : iumma ana ihiu

dlna sqdir 'iiptf 
f 
'sibiat' ili, "if he keeps going to his god for a verdict : 'punishment'/

'anger' of the god"a3).

For the first time in the Neo-Assyrian period one finds references to some

months being more favourable than others for taking extispicies. Zintrrern, BBR l-

(Paris 1965) 144-146. One passage is KAR 178: r. i 65-70: [ur.1].(rAu) ur.Z.(r,4,trl) uo.[9 (rAu)
uo.14.(rir'l)l uo./9.(ri,rrr) [uo.2]1.(xAu) uo.28.rAn [uo.29.rArrr u]o.30.(xAu) uo.xur.cAr fanl-nu-ti
purr,ru li;.rHr- oucn.c[l] NU GAR 4t1a ou aS Nu na-tuuo.t'nl Se.cl.up5 ll.rrl, "[the first day], the 7th day,

lthe gthl day, [the l4th day], the l9th day, [the 2]lst [day], the 28th day, [the 29th day], the 30th day,

[th]ese (are) the evil days (when) the diviner must not give a prognosis, they (the days) are not suitable for

carrying out a project, 'the Favourable Days', completed".
tel KAR l5l: r. 53-56: [ur.2.xAr'r] uo.-l.rirr,t uo.J.rArrr uo.6.xArrl uo.8.rAu uo..l0.rAnr uo.11.r,4.tr,t.

uol2.rlu ur..l5.rAr'r uo.,/6.rirrr lvo.20l. xArr,r [uo 2l2.rAu up.23.r.{rrr uo.24.rl.uuo.26.rru uo.29.x.ltr,t
ki-i d30 ina dvru i-e-'em' IaJ-a te-ep-pu-ui uo.[1].r,lu .l uou.Ntr,c.r it-ti rik-si ou-a.f [...] 

'x' 1J uo.urS .il
H^L-ti id rru-r.,s-sr, "[the second], third, 5th,6th,8th, l0th, llth, l2th, l5th, l6th, [20]th l2l2nd,23rd,
24th, 26th; you should 'not' do (extispicy) on the 29th day when Sin departs from Sama5, you should
'do'one ram with offerings per day [...], l5 days (suitable) for divination each month". It can be deduced
that the same days, and a few more, are unsuitable for taking extispicies as in the text quoted in n. 38.

a0) See B. Landsberger, Der kultische Kalender der Babylonier und Assyrer, ZSS 6 (Leipzig l9l 5), I 19.
a1) A dating to the second day ofthe month is found in Starr, Sll 4 (Helsinki 1990) no. 157; the 3rd

day: nos. 43, 45, l5l ;  the 4th day: nos. 48, 89, 90, 280, 303, 309, 318, 335; the 5th: none; the 6th: nos. 49,
59 ,74 ,139;  the  8 th :  nos .50 ,  65 ,152,281,334,336;  the  9 th :  no .319;  the  lOth :  nos .3 ,8 ,  14 ,28 ,51 ,230,
304,324: the l l th: nos.4,5,285,300, 326,327; the l2th: none; the l3th: nos. 155,229,293; the l5th:
no .282;  the  l6 th :  nos .  13 ,114,212,283,286;  the  lT th :  nos .57 ,110,2 '13 ,279: the  18 th :  no .  156;  the
20th :  no .  284; the  22nd:  nos .  23 , '76 ,185,195,210,228,301;  the  23rd :  nos .262,305;  the24:  nos .  137,
331,332: the 25th: no. 351 the 26th: nos. 16,77,317: ' the27th: nos.94,279,296.

+z; The dating, first of ajaru, is found in Kraus, "/CS 37 (1985) 146 no. 16 and the first of sina-nu in
I 34 no. 3; the l9th [...] in Ungnad, Babyloniaca 3 (1909) pl. 9; the 2lst of addaru in Ungnad, Babyloniaca
2 (1908) pl. 6; the 28th day in YOS 10, 8: r. 37; the 28th of iabdtu in Kraus, JCS 37,147 no. 17; the 30th
of simdnu in Goetze, "fCS ll (1957) 93 no. 4.

ar; The text is published by E. Reiner in "A Manner of Speaking", Zikir iumim, Kraw Homage
Volume (Leiden l98D 282-289.
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20:27 refers to ajaru, simdnu and taintu, i.e. the 2nd, 3rd, and 7th month. In the
Neo-Assyrian reports one finds the highest number of datings (15) to ajaru, but
otherwise extispicies were performed all year round as one would expectaa).

Another apparent novelty attested to the Nineveh material is the compendium,
CT 30, 12 (K 1813) with the duplicate CT 28, 44 (K 717). This text contains 12
protases in which the very negative sign of a missing gall bladder is combined with
each of the 12 monthsas). It can be deduced that the hottest months, du'il2u, abu,
and ululu are the most unfavourable ones, whereas sddaru, nisannu, and ajaru are
the most favourable onesa6).

A certain sophistication was introduced into the calculation of the adannu which
is the term used for the period "covered" by the prognosis. To my knowledge, this
term does not occur in the old Babylonian omen literature, although in the Mari
material there are references to omens being taken for a given periodaT).

The Assur text, KAR 452, and texts from Nineveh, CT 31,2 (K 12390) and CT
31,16,18 (K 4061) link appearances of either a Split (pitru) or a Hole (J/u) on the
caudate lobe with the calculation of the adannuag).

I would suggest that the meaning of the following passage is that the unfavour-
able feature of a Hole of the right Plain (sEru) of the Finger (ubanu) reduces the
length of the adann , so if the diviner takes omens for two months, the adannu will
only be 20 days. CT 31,16: obv. 3 '-5 ' :

3 ' :  sr suHuS rorN 15 Su.sl  u Sus-di  10l .nl '3 30' [30 uo-mfl
4' : ina cIS.TUKUL Sun-ti ERrNr-ni l^NJu' [Sun-nun]
5': ium-ma a-na rcu.2.rc4u nu-a.i ssc a-dan-ni-ka 20 20 un-m[i(...)]
"if a Hole is situated (on) the base of the right Plain of the Finger: ten times
'three (is) thirty' [thirty days],
in warfare: fall of the army, rain [will fall],
if you do (a divination) for two months: (from) the beginning of your adannu
twenty, twenty day[s(...)]".

a a )  D a t i n g s t o a j a r u a r e f o u n d i n S t a r r , 5 A A 4 n o s . 3 , 5 , 4 3 , 4 4 , 4 5 , 4 9 , 5 0 , 5 1 , 5 7 , 7 4 , 9 4 ,  1 4 2 , 2 8 8 ,
1 t 7  1 ? 5

as) In K lll42a amissingubdnu is combined with each of the 12 months.
a6) The apodosis relating to du'frzu is: CT 28,44: obv. 4: orNcrn r,0 ir-ba l.prN-ei ana qi-bit dDumu-z|

"the god will request a gift from the man, on the command of Dumuzi"; obv. 5 (for abu)'. zLn bu-ii ii
It ctc rt-gt, "loss ofproperty belonging to the man, the patient will recover"; obv. 6 (for ululu): lu-itp-nu
ina rur- GAR-ma E Nl run-lr, "There will be poverty in the country and the man's estate will be
diminished"; r. 12 (for addaru): NA.BI ucx-ma b,-su stx-ah, "that man will die and his estate will be
squandered", obv. I (for nisannu)'. [Nt ina nfl-qi-iu lu-u ouwrs-iu /z-a ouMu.'sal-.ir2 [ucl, 

"[the man
during his salcrifice, either his son or his daugh[ter will die]"; obv. 2 (for ajaru): nN slsKUR. uc., "the

owner of the sacrifice will die".
a7) See Durand, ARM 26 Ill 57-59.
4E) CT 31, 16, 18 is treated in E. Weidner, "Zahlenspielereien in akkadischen Leberschautexten",

oLZ 20 (tgt't) 2s8-266.
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The Animal used for the extispicy
According to the old Babylonian textual material, a lamb (puhadu) or a ram

(immeru) could be sacrificed for a divinationae). In the Neo-Assyrian texts one only
finds the writing uDU(.NrrA2) perhaps reflecting a practice in the later period of
using the fully grown animal for the extispicy and reserving the lambs for food
offerings and for sacrifices of atonement. The "pure lambs", described in idyllic
terms in the ikribus, zimmern, BBR nos. 100-101, are the sacrifices of innocence to
atone for everything which might have gone wrong in a previously performed
extispicy which had produced an unfavorable resultso). Incidentally, in ajaru, the
favoured month for taking extispicies, there would have been a fresh stock of one-
year-old and just fully grown rams.

Anatomical parts observed
The general trend in the Neo-Assyrian period, in comparison with earlier times,

is to concentrate on fewer organs and anatomical parts. This impression is based on
the evidence of exispicy reports and serialized compendiasl). However, compendia
have been recovered in Nineveh which deal with parts of the sheep's anatomy
which were not examined according to current practice. These compendia repre-
sented a tradition which could not be dismissed altogether. one example is K
4ll2*, a copy of an old Babylonian original, which contains kukkudru (abomasum)
omens s2).

while the heart quite clearly was examined in the old Babylonian period, not
one single libbu omen has come to light in texts from the first millennium s3). often,
a report from this period concludes: "rhe libbu of the ram was normal". Libbu,in
this context, I would translate, "the inside", and suggest that the term refers to the
thoradic and abdominal cavities.

An innovation, according to the Kassite and Neo-Assyrian reports, appears to be
the inspection of the elitu and the Japlltu, "the upper"/"lower part',. Nineveh
commentaries identify elltu with iubat imitti, "the seat to the right", which again is

ae) The writing, srLA4, occurs f. ex. in Ungnad, Babyloniaca 2 (1908) pl.6: obv. l, ll;3 (1909) pl.9
obv. l ;  Goetze, /CS l l  (1957)92 no. 6: obv. l ;  9l  no. 8: obv. l ;  TCL 17 no. 27: obv. 10. sr lr . .rrrr,
occurs in Frank, Strassburger Keilschrifttexte (1928) no. 5 obv. l: uou is found in Goetze. "/CS I I (1957)
9l no. 7: obv. I ; Nougayrol, "/CS 2l (1967) 220 ("8"): obv. l, ("C"): obv. l; r-ou.wu, is found in
Starr, Finkelstein Memorial Volume (1977) 207 obv. l. Invnerum is written syllabiratly i CT 4,3rlb: obr-
l. See also, Durand, ARM 26 lll 36-37.

so) In no. 100 obv. 8-9, there is mention of "unfavourable (or) confused omens".
s1) See Jeyes, Extispicy (1989) ll.
s2) For the term kukkudru, see Starr, Rituals (1983) 92. In Boissier, DA (1896) 97-99 there are small

collections of kukkudru, isru, tapaiiu, and iubtu omens. Only the term lsnr occurs in the Neo-Assyrian
reports.

53) See Jeyes, Extispicy (1989) 7'l-79.
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identified with irtu, "chest" sa). Subat imittiliumEli are terms which occur in the Old
Babylonian reports and, at a guess, I would identify "the upper / lower part" with
"the seat to the right/left" and with the serous membranes which cover the thoradic
and abdominal cavities, i.e. the pleura and the peritoneum. If this identification
should happen to be correct so that accordingly "right"/"1eft" become "upper"/
"lower", perhaps it reflects a change in the way in which the diviner handled the
carcass of the sacrificed animal.

The finger measurement
It is a well known principle, established in the Old Babylonian period, that the

normal length of a normally occurring groove on the visceral surface of the liver
was assessed to be three fingerwidthsss). What was in excess of this measurement
was interpreted as favourable. However, when the diviners used their fingers as
measuring units, the problem would arise that one man with a small hand would
deliver a good omen result whereas another with a big hand would deliver a bad
result. Shortness, in contrast to length, was namely interpreted as unfavourables6).
My interpretation of the following expression, "in the big finger, (in) the finger of
the bdrt, (in) the finger(measurement) of the aslu unit" (see below p. 38), is that we .
have here an attempt to conform the diviner's finger to the aslu standard unit. In
Boissier, DA 12: i 27 -28 the parallel expression is: . . . ina Su.sr as-li Su.sr c,lr-/i 3u.sr
ruR-/i Su.st ru.slr 3 Su.st.re.Au man-da, "in the finger (measurement) of the aslu
unit, (in) the big finger, (in) the small finger, (in) the finger of the bdrfi, they (the
normally occurring grooves) are measured to three fingerwidths". One unpublished
text, K 3690 + K 3722, appears to comment on this more accurate method of
measuring. To me, the full meaning of the text has remained elusive, but I assume
that the following equations are made:

r.  3 ' :  . . .  Su.sl  c lr- l l
r. 5': ... Su.sr 3-tuo uvxtJBo-tun
r. 6': \v.st 4-tun id L rvn-ti
r .  7 '  :  . . .  Su.sl  5- lan

: 1 Su.sr as-li 1...1
: 1 Su.sr as-li sac.u5
: 1 Su.st Lt.HAL
: / Su.st ruR-ti

"... the big finger... (is) the finger(measurement) of the aslu unit [...]
... the third finger, the middle one ... (is) the finger(measurement) of the regular
aslu uniI,

sa) El i tu(Nu.ur' l .rr ,rE)or(rN-lzn)isequatedwithiubatimitt i (DAG l5)inBoissier, DAll : i  lg,quoted
by the CAD_E 99. Subat imitti is equared with irtu in K 3667+K 1808: iii 16', quoted in Starr, Rituals
(1983) 83. Subtu whiclt also is mentioned in f. ex. fOS 10, 49: 15-20, should not be confused with the
iubtu ol the zone of the paddnu, see Jeyes, Extispicy (1989) 57-58.

5s) See Jeyes, Extispicy (1989) 14.
s6) one example is Yos 10, 3l:vi 36-38: ium-ma mar-tu[mJ ik-ta-ri le-me-in a-we-lim, "If the gall

bladder has shortened: misery for the man".
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... the fourth finger of the small side ... (is) the diviner's finger,

... the fifth finger ... (is) the small finger"
My interpretation of these quotations is that the diviner may use his index finger,

middle finger, ring-finger, or little finger in any combination, but his finger must be
equal to the regular aslu tnit. It appears that the average middle finger comes
closest to this standard unit.

Right and left
It is a well established principle that the right side is "my side" and the left side

belongs to the enemy, but what exactly is right and left?
We can trace a development by which the surfaces of the liver and the lung were

divided into more and more, smaller and smaller squares designated "right" or
"left". CT 31, l-5 (K 70+) is a so-called "orientation tablet" which labels each
subsection as "right" or "left". One line of this somewhat tedious, text goes: CT 31,
l:ii l0': sAG EDrN ctn Su.sr cuB MURUB^ EorN cris Su.sr zlc suHuS BoN cus Su.sr
[cun], 

"the head of the left Plain of the finger (is) "left", the middle of the left plain
of the Finger (is) "right", the base of the left Plain of the Finger is ["left"]."Orientation tablets" are not attested before Neo-Assyrian Nineveh.

From the Neo-Babylonian period we have the liver model, BM 50494, which was
published by Nougayrol in R,4 62 (1968) 3l-50. This model illustrates the same
intensive dividing up of the liver.

This refinement of definition was a bit selfdefeating. The more subsections there
were, the risk would increase of the ambiguity of a marking falling directly on a
borderline or right in the middle of a zone. In theory the rules of interpretation
were simple; the practicality of applying these rules created ever increasing
difficulties.

Muksllimtu
Mukallimtu is the name for a series of learned commentaries and I would

translate it, "Demonstration". Each of the ten extispicy (barfttu) series from
Nineveh has a mukallimtu. The unpublished one to the iummq rsru series (K
3978 + ) is almost complete and quite a number of duplicates, one Babylonian (K
6075*) have come to light. Older versions are not attested to this type of text.

With various traditions compiled in one place, Nineveh, the scribes would
inevitably be confronted with the problem that the same condition of the entrails
would be described in different ways. I believe that one objective of the mukallimtu
tablets was to collect and number the various descriptive expressions and to take a
decision about which one should be adopted. One passage from the mukallimtu to
the Summa manzazu series should serve as an example: Boissier, DA 17 iv 35-38:

35: sE Nt kab-su KAL BAL-ut u-ial-lam-iu
36: sE ii-bu-iil Nn ina sip-pi 150 rr{n.M c,c.n-kin

35
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37: ss NA. kq-bi-is KAL GAR ii-bu-iu
38: sn Nt ina sip-pi 150 ME.Nr cAR-rn a BAL-ut
"If the Presence is obliterated (and) the Strength is turned 90': it will benefit him

(to express it like this),
If (in) its old version, the Presence is placed in the left Doorjamb of the Palace

Gate,
If the Presence is obliterated (and) the Strength is there, (in) its old version,
If the Presence is placed in the left Doorjamb of the Palace Gate and it is turned

90"' .
The condition which I believe these four lines describe is that of the normally
occurring groove, the manzazu, missing and the other groove, the dandna being
observed in its normal position but turned 90 degrees from usually running parallel
to the bab ekalli to being drawn at a right angle to the umbilical fissure.

Some passages from the mukallim, texts may list up to ten different versions of
descriptionsT). Inserted into the text one often finds explanations of words, e.g.K
3978+: i 38: ta-ra-ku la-pa-tu, "to be dark (equals) to damage". Another example
is: CZ 20,27: ii 9: xln e-ke-mu e-!d-ru ka-ba-su, "(the sign) KAR (means) to hide
(which equals) to take away (or) to obliterate". The idea behind these explanations is
not to claim that words of a different meaning are synonymous, but to list descriptive
words which in the context of an extispicy would warrant the same interpretation.
whether a certain feature is "hidden", "taken away", or "obliterated", the evaluation
would be the same.

In mukallimtu one finds expressions like, "you should say" (taqabbl), "as they
used to say" (ktma iqbft), or "which they used to say" (ia iqbils8). The following
warning is found in Boissier, DA 12: i 25: ana rrl Ne.un ul iq-qab-bi, "it should not
be said to anyone".

Multtibiltu
The learned series, Multdbiltu, "Interpretation", comprised, according to the

catalogue tablet CT 20, l, l7 tablets. The first tablet of this series lists the rules of
association. The very first line is often quoted: cr 20,39: obv. l: otl a-rik-tuo ka-
iit-tuo sr NA, cin.oA-ma Gir' [xun]-rzd NuN lna KASKAL ou-ku xun-dd,..if length:
success (example:) if the Presence is long and reaches the Path: the prince will
succeed with the campaign on which he is going". This type of apodosis, consisting
of one word plus an elaboration is not new, cf. this old Babylonian example: Scheil
RA 27 (1930) 142: obv. 2: ki-ii-i[tJ-tum a-al la-wi-at a-na SA-iu te-e-ru-ub,
"conquest, you will enter the city which you are besieging".

s7) F. ex. CT3l,44 + K3324* + K 3926*: i37':sr I}-u," i f ,  i ts l0th (descript ion)".
s8) See Y. Elman, "Authoritative Oral Tradition in the Neo-Assyrian Scribal Circles", JANES 7

(1975) 19-32. S.J. Lieberman, Moran Homage Volume (Atlanta 1990) 307-308.
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One gets the impression from omen compendia of all periods that the diviner,
having memorized these rules of interpretation, was programmed to produce a
prognosis which consisted of one word and possibly, but not necessarily, an
explanation.

Tablets two and three of Multabiltu deal with the ambiguous signs which turn
(nukkuru) the final omen resultse). One of these'Jokers" isthe pitrusta which is a
negativity which occurs simultaneously on a right and left side. If the negative sign
appears right in the centre of a zone, such as the groove of the manzazr,r itself, it is
also a pitrustu. The other 'Joker" is the niphu which is, amongst other things,
associated with the number three. If f. ex. there are three Splits on a right side, it is
a niphu6o).

These two ambiguous signs are attested in the Old Babylonian period and the
earliest text which provides a compact study of "difficult signs" is VAT 13798
which dates to Tiglatpileser I61). In the "Sammeltext", KAR 423, there is a section,
from r. i 78 to the end of the text, which methodically lists the features which are
difficult to interpret. It is clear that it is not all occurrences of a negativity on both a
right and a left side and not all triples which should be regarded, as pitrustus and
niphus respectively, and one purpose of tablets two and three of Multabiltu might
have been to settle which formations exactly should be given 'Joker" status.

These same tablets display a mindboggling complexity by demonstrating how one
and up to seven niphus or pitrustus would, in their different way, affect the final
omen result which could be described as follows: "all good", "many good and few
bad", "mixed", "many bad and few good", "all bad". Furthermore, we have the
implication of such an ambiguous sign on the first, check-up, and third extispicy.
Passages from the first three tablets of Multabilta show that indeed the ancient
scribes expressed themselves in other ways that by the list. But, on the whole, it was
obviously not considered to be either necessary or desirable to detach abstract
thought from the grammatical structure of the iumma sentence. Sometimes, instead
of a "a niphu", one finds "ten tfrdnu". The count ten of the half turns of the colon
spiral was a niphu62). Instead of "unfavourable", an unfavourable apodosis is
written63). This preference for the concrete has perhaps to the modern scholar
disguised an approach which was both methodical and logical.

5e) See f. ex. K 6450* (is joined to CT 31,48-49) obv. l: [nE uu.urS] id ina ba-ru-ti nu-uk-ku-ru-ma

[...], 
"if the omens which turn round (the omen result) in bdrituand 1...1".A variant writing is in CI30.

43 r. 7' : gr-rza r',Iu.tvtES ia ina ba-ru-ti run.wS-n[a . . .].
60) See U. Jeyes, "The Act of Extispicy in Ancient Mesopotamia: An Outline". Assyriologicol

Miscellanies I (Copenhagen 1980) 26-27.
61) See E. Weidner, "Die Bibliothek Tiglatpilesers I", AfO 16 (1952-53) Tafel XIII and 210.
62) Compare KAR 423: r. ii 54: sE SA.NtctoN 10; (one entry in a list of difficult signs); Boissier, Dl

231 : r . 32 :  BEd i t t o ( :  HAR.BADo l i ) -ma ina  s ru r r r - t f  SA .N rc rN /0 , " i f  you takeanomenand inagood
(result) there are ten tlrdnu".

63) See below, CT 20, 44: i 49.

37
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In the following passage from the second tablet of Multdbiltu, the whole
interpretative system has been put in a nutshell: CT 20,44: i 48-61:
48: ct5.rurur a-[riJ-du u ma-hi-ir-iu anq rcr crS.rurur e-p6-,ri, 1...]
49:'rfl'-ti tu ina rI-sYl lucar- rtiu ana IDrM a MaS.EN.r.c,x a-.iar 'srcr' 

[...]
50: Nu run.ilrsS ina rt.ott.sA.AN.NA ina b. :gg.t.ra, 15 ma-la ba-iu-,u,
5l: crS.ruruI, GiR u DUs KAM-tu4 BAR-tu4 kak-su-u KAR-tu4 ni-ip-,hu,
52: tvtuRuro.MES sar-ra-a-tuo bi-re-e-tun ni-ip-ha-a-li NA GiR
53: x,q.ouc.cA KAL ME.Nr srlrM zE sic-is lcr rnn, run Sus eS.rn srJ.sr ri-ra
54: r.r UAS 3 Su.sl.r,c.AM crS.nun.Ms5 rcr ruN man-da ura Su.sr cuL-ti
55: Su.sr ri;.Har- Su.sr cs-li crS.ruKUL 7-ti IS-ti
56: ou, 3-ti anarzr.GtR-ma ta-nam-bi,1 Su.sr cin ll2 Su.sl ou,
57) 2 Su.sr iit-qu 3 Su.sl .iir-lrrz ru Nic.crc u-lap-pa-tun
58) si-hi-ir-ti rA 1 nt5 6 Su.sr sAG.Kr sA tcr zu-u-ri sA /4 Su.sr
59) bi-rit 15 ia-um-ma 150 id rctn ana srlrM LUGAL c/?d crs.ruKuL ana KASK L
60) ana sa-bat URU ana SrLrM GrG ana Sun-ar AN-e ana ou-e.f i,S
6l) u mim-ma ma-'-da-a-li HAR.BAD oi-ma

Translation:
48: A vertical weapon and its equivalent(?) is t...1 to the front of a weapon of

dust,
49: the king will take away the dignity of the man in his (the man's) lifetime, for

the important man and the commoner: a place of good [...]
50: they will not achieve. In the central area, in the House of Division to the right,

as many as there are:
5l: the weapon, the Foot, the Hole, the Split, the Request, the cross, thekaksfi,

the nEkemtu, the niphu,
52: the middle areas (are) lies, the central areas (are) confusion. The presence. the

Path.
53: the Good word, the strength, the Palace Gate, the well-being, the Defeat of

the Enemy's Army, the Throne Base, the Finger, the yoke,
54: and the Increase: three finger(widths) is the measure of the grooves (..Drawings")

on the liver ("Pouch"), in the big finger,
55: (in) the finger of the diviner, (in) the finger(measurement) of the qslu unit.

Seven Weapons to the right
56: (and) three splits you should declare a niphu. A Foot is one Finger, a Split is

half a Finger.
57: A cut of two Fingers (and) a damaged area of three Fingers will defile the

consecrated place.
58: The circumference of the liver (is) one cubit and six Fingers. The front of the

liver on(?) the body(?) of the liver is 14 Fingers.
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(What is to) the right of the central area is mine, (what is to) the left belongs to
the enemy. For the welfare of the king, for the armed forces, for the campaign,
for taking a city, for the welfare of the patient, for rainfall, for carrying out a
project

6l: and for many other thing (when) you take an omen:

Commentary:
48: Normally a Weapon points towards some specific point on the liver. A vertical

(unfocussed) Weapon is a difficult sign to interpret and requires special
attention. The expression, kakku aridu, has so far only appeared in the first
millennium texts, for references, see the CAD under dridu. Posslbly, the
prominence given to the "vertical Weapon" in this text is because we are here
dealing with a Neo-Assyrian innovation to the interpretative apparatus.

49: A second apodosis, applying to other populations groups, is not new, see U.
Jeyes, Extispicy (1989) 45,48.

50: The birttu, "central" or "median" line, I assume, is the line which divides a
zone of the liver in a right and a left half. The birrtu will go through the
normally occurring groove itself. The btt zitti is a rarely occurring expression
which first appears in the Mari material, see Durand, ARM 26 Vl (1988)
no. 164: obv. 4'. The "House of Division" is unidentified. Perhaps it is a "no-

man's land" between some of the zones.
5l: The kakku, iepu, itlu, pitru, eriitu, iJpalurtu, kaksft, and ndkemtu are the names

for the most frequently occurring fortuitous marks which might be found on
the entrails. Niphu, mentioned in this context, is perhaps not to be understood
as the ambiguous sign of the same name, but as a fortuitous mark, "Inflated

Part".
52: The qabliatu, "the middles", are the lines which cross the birEtu at a right angle.
53-54: The manzdzu, padanu, pft tabu, dandnu, iulmu, mihis pan ummAn nakri and

ntdi kuss€ are the names for the normally occurring grooves ("drawings") on
the liver. For the finger measurement, see p. 34-35

55-56: The Seven Weapons and three Splits are two examples of formations which
should be regarded as niphus.

57: The "cut" and "damaged area", I guess, are the ones which have been caused
by the clumsy diviner, see p. 25.

58: The second half of this line is uncertain. Zu'ru, I understand as the Neo-
Assyrian form for zumru. The measurement of 14 "fingers" on the "body" of
the liver is otherwise unattested and it is not known how it was obtained.
One ammatu is 30 ubanu. i.e. ca. 50 cm. according to the ClD, see under
ammalu.

59-61: A list of key-words and expressions found in questions put to the divine

when an extispicy was performed.

&
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A parallel text to this extract from Multdbiltu, tablet two, is Boissier, DA l2:i 27-
34. In the same text 14: ii l0 it says: idki-is-ri cABA.Rr BAL.rrLkt, "from section(s),
copy (copies) from Assur". Perhaps we have here a case of Assyrian diviners
asserting their competence and authority over their Babylonian colleagues. ob_
viously, one purpose of Multabiltu was to. direct the diviner towards delivering a
correct omen result, favourable or not, but this is not necessarily the only purpose.
Tablet ten has as its first line: cr 20 l:r.25: unrN, rctn ana KUR.MU ug-tip-pi-ia
HAR.BAD oti-ma .i'zi n,c,n.sA.o ciR GAR, "(if) you perform an extispicy when the
enemy's army is massed against my country and, of (this) extispicy, the path is
there". The tablet has survived in an incomplete state and has been publish ed in CT
20, 49. Many apodoses in this text are unique and strongly suggest a connection
with recent political events of Assurbanipal's reign6a). Tablets 14-16 of Multsbittu
contain iumma amutu omens, something hitherto unattested in extispicy compendia.
The livers described as a whole in these tablets are of extraordinary appearances and
thus hardly susceptible to normal rules of interpretation65). Tablets 10, 14-16, and
perhaps other tablets of this series, I assume, had a special commemorative
purpose.

Extispicy, a secret science
The changes which the extispicy texts underwent over the centuries are obv;ous.

New terms for some, but not all features, in the interpretative apparatus replaced
old ones and the writing became increasingly ideographic. In the old Babylonian
texts' readable by the literate layman, the underlying rules of interpretation would
not easily have been detected by him and neither would they have been by the
modern scholar if these texts were the only ones available. The first millennium
texts are much more forthcoming in revealing the underlying principles of this
science' but they would not have been readable by the literate non-professional.
Some of the learned commentaries do however carry this warning, f. ex. Boissier,
DA 46: r. 6'-7': sAL.sEs NAM.uzu2 ina zv.t zu.A DTNGIR NU zu.A NrJ rcr-mar Nic.crcdSullat i dHa[nii )], 

"the secret of bdrfttu, into the knowledge of the god, an
ignorant person may not see; it is consecrated to Sullat and Hanii (i.e. Samai and
Adad;"oo;.

There are few cases of this secret knowledge falling into the hands of the non-
professionals. Sulgi's claim to competence in this science is under dispute6z).

6a) See the published version of "Assurbanipal's bdrAu", the paper given at the XXXIXe RAI,
Heidelberg 1992.

6s) CT 30,31 (Rm 153) is a fragment of tablet 14. The Seleucid version has survived intact: TCL 6no' l' CT 30' 9-10 is a commentary to tablet 15. Fragments of iumma am'ltutablets are: K 10599*, Kl l0 l l * ,  K  I l l4 l t ,  K  14549x,79-7-8 ,  Sg+* ,8 l_2_4.249* .
66) A variant is Klx l5l:.r. 

^6f lyil-lir-ti NAM.uzu2 NU zu NU rcr Nic.crc dsullat u[dHanifl.67) Durand, ARM 26 Vl (1988) 25 n.87.
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Assurbanipal does not, to my knowledge, insist that he is able to perform
extispicies, like Sulgi, but he does promote himself as somebody who possesses a
sound knowledge of the whole theoretical basis of this applied science6s). To judge
from the Mari letters, the rulers there certainly had a working knowledge of the
whole process of performing exispicies6e).

Whereas it is doubtful whether the king could become a bdrfr, in the case of
Aqba-Hammu it has been suggested that a bari became kingTo).

Conclusion
The omen results from extispicies were projected towards past, present and

future. A run of what we would call "bad luck" could be explained. The cause of a
problem like an illness could be pinpointed and a plan for the near future could be
sanctioned through this form of divination.

That was based on the belief that the liver of a sacrificed sheep was a map of
what constituted human life: the king, the city, the palace, the personal god, the
enemy etc. and that the whole interpretative system was a code waiting to be
cracked by the expert diviner.

"A firm foundation", a favoured expression in the omen texts, came about by a
successfully conducted dialogue between the gods and the individual with the diviner
acting as an interpreter. On this basis man could proceed towards happiness, success,
and fulfillment, unimpeded by divine anger and will to punish.

The efforts towards a full understanding of this divinely ordained system of
communication were directed on two fronts, firstly by eliminating from the ritual
setting any human error or shortcoming and, secondly, by increasing the chance for
the diviner of passing the exam which every extispicy posed for him.

To meet this intellectual challenge, data were collected in a manner which clearly
demonstrates the Mesopotamian talent for order and organization.

As the study material increased, the rules of interpretation were refined and more
emphasis was put on exactness and standardization in measuring, description,
definition, and interpretation, and in this one observes a move towards a scientific
method.

1 " .  , , $ ;  i  : : r , r r

68) Most noticeable is the Assurbanipal colophon to the extispicy texts in which the king claims to
have been taught by SamaS and Adad themselves, see H. Hunger, Babilonische und Assyrkcle
Kolophone, AOAT 2 (Neukirchen 1968) no. 315 (type "1").

6e) For the Mari letters which contain details of extispicies, see Durand, ARM 26 I I (1988) 53.
?0) S. Dalley, C.B.F. Walker, and J.D. Hawkins, The Old Babylonior Tablets Fron Tell al Rittuh

rL97s\ 32-33.


